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:If you would like any information on:
:handicapped services please contact:
•
•
:the University Police. As the winter:
:months approach, access to handi-:
:capped parking spaces is even more:
:important. Contact the University:
•
•
:police and take advantage of the:
:resources available to you!!
:
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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HSS CLC vandalized twice in two years
======~====~ puter Learning Center was broken into

please contact the University Police.

and equipment was vandalized and sto-

They will keep your name confidential

len. A window was broken to gain

at your request. Now that UMR is

Ian RozdUsky
Staff Writer

entry and several computer cases were

putting more powerful computers in

taken apart. Four simm chips and a

our computer labs it is important that

trackbaU were stolen. at a value of

they be protected so keep an eye out. or

Last Wednesday evening the H u-

approximalely $500. If you have any

the equipment you rely on may not be

manities and Social Sciences Com-

information regarding these thefts

there .
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. What's Up at UM"R
Wednesday

4:30pm Chemistry seminar. Paula Secondo, ''Syn-

6:00pm UMR women's basketball, East Texas

thesis/Charocterization of Binuclear 16 Membered

State T ournament, at Commert:e, Texas

11:30am American Red Cross blooddrive,Centen-

MacrocyclesContaining l,l'-2,2'Boondoggle,"G-3

nial Hall, University Center-East. The goal is to

t

6:30pm Eta Kappa Nu Banquet

Schrenk HAll.

reach 130units as the blood supply is down S14tewide.
For more information contact Marilyn lansbeny,

etc.) for the 93J94 academic year by completing a

article titles include: UHlrlng Rebounds
Specialty Chemicals Manuracturers,"

at Batesville, Ark.

will soon be sent a 94195 Renewal FAFSA to

Answer Emplo}11tent Ads Successfully," and
"Winning Interv~w Ad,,·k:e."

7:00pm & 9:00pm SUB MOVIE: Indecent Pro-

renewal FAFSA after January I, 1994. but by March
31,1994, to apply for federal fmanciaI assistance for
the 94/95 academic year.

Karlynn Hennan and others with a pm.oiewof music

6:30pm American Institute of Aeronautics &.Ast~
nautics Mtg., G·5 H·SS

5:00pm stuCo Student Activity Fee Board MIg.,

7:00pm Soc. of Hispanic Professional Engineeno

Walnut

MIg., 211 McNutt

Douglas Stotter, will be IN CONCERT in Leach

The StudentFll1anciaI Aid Office,G·l Parker

U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Office of
Health and Environmental Research and admini-

2:00pm The UMR ''Miner'' Marching Band,under

inghowtoapplyforfmanciaI assistanceforthe94!95

steced by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science Ind

the direction ofUMR's new Diroctor of Bands Dr.

academic year.

Education.

7:00pm Down to Ear1h Mtg., 210 MeNutt
':30pm Voices of Inspiration Mtg.
7:30pm Newman Council Mig.
9:00pm Blue Sabres
7:30pm Luthen.n Student Center Bible Study

Friday

The Alexander HoUaender Distinguished
Two publications by ' The WaU Strttt Jour·

Postdoctoral Fellowship Proaramoffcrti fellow.

nal," and one by the U.S. Department of Labor's

ships in the energy-related life, biomedical, and

"OccupatJonaIOutlookQuarterly"arejobsearch

envirorunental sc:iences as well as otherscientiftt

resoWt:eS in the Career Opportwlity Center that are

disc:iplines. Up to five new fellowships will be

worth looking into.

awarded with a fim year stipend of $37.s00.

'"The Wall Street lournal" publishes a college sec·

The deadline for the Alexander Hollaender

Monday

tion each semester. The falJ '93 edition is called

Distinguished Postdoctoral Fellowship Program iI

"Managlna Your Career"and it feature:d. articles

Jan. IS, 1994.

NOON: University Orators Chapter of Toastmas-

targeted to the new graduate 's job search, such as,

8: 00pm SL Pat'sCommiuce Mtg.,I07C MEAnnex

7:00pm Alpha au Sigma Mig., Go3 Schmlk

Applications are now being a~epted for
three postdoctoral fellowships sponsored by the

Hall would be glad to answer any questions concern·

Sunday
Theater of Castleman HaIl

IO:OOpm Table Tennis 000 Practiee, Miner Ree

Amona:

''How To

complete . Students are encouraged to complete the

posal.l04 ME

for this year's Madrigal ~er. H·SS 215

7:00pm Business/Design Mig.

lished by ' The Wall Street Journal." This weekly
contains articles reJ~ant to a career search. Recent

''Frtt Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)

Guest'>

':OOpm Blue Key MIg., ME 216

''NaUonal Busln ... Employmenl Weekly" pub.

All students who applied for federal finan cial assis·

7:00pm UMRmen 's basketball, Mansas CoUege,

6:30pm AmericanNuclearSociety Mig., 227 Fulton

6:00pm Fund·",isingJl'ublicity MIg.

FOR THE 94/95 ACADEMI C YEAR.

may be picked up at theCareerOpportuniti~Ccnta',

4:45pm Toasbnasters Mtg., Missouri

2:30pm snJCO lawyer, Walnut

':OOpm MSM SpelunkeB Qub Mtg., McNutt 204

The Centerhas oJso juststarted a trial , ubscriptioato

tance (Le.: PeU Grunt, Stafford Loan, Work Study,

6:00pm Alpha Phi Omega Mtg" MArl< Twain

5:30pm IntmnURI Manag.,,; MIg

FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID APPLICA nON

7:00pm Lutheran Student Centc:rGame Night

drive for UMRStlldent Council. at 341-9601.

. 2:30pm Living Poet's Society meeting.

"How To Survive Second IntervleM," Copiea

4:3 0pm Keramos MIg., Missouri

chairman of the blood drive for Phelps County, at
265-5493, or Neil Bacoski, chairman of the blood

Financial Aid

ters International, Missouri

Research topics include health and environ-

. "Three Steps To Finding A New Job," "Inter.. mental effects associated with energytechnololY,

3:00pm Sigma Tau Delta Poetry Presentation, 204
McNutt

7: 00pm Society of Automotive Engincers Mtg .. 103

Tau Bcta Sigma/Kappa Kappa Psi Banquet,Centen·

ME

nialHali. VCE

4:30pm Olem.istry seminar, Shushi Olen. ' The

7:00pm Associated Gencn..l Contractors Mig., 204

1:30pm Ouistian Science Org. Mtg., Sunrise

meric Enrichment of Phannaceutical Drugs on

HPLC 0Ura.J Separation and Solid State Enantio-

CucJodextrin Phase Using a Nonaqueous Polar Or·

McNutt

I

3:30pm Trap & Skeet MIg .• Bldg. t·2
7:30pm Society of Mining Engineers MIg., 204

McNutt

garuc Solvent as Mobile Phase or Liquid Phase, G-3

Schrenk
6:00pm UMR womens basketball,EastTeus State
Tournament, Abilene Quistian University, at Com·

7:30pm Kappa Kappa Psi MIg .• 321 Chern Eng

merce, Texas

7:30pm Tau Beta Sigma MIg .• 315 ChemEng

6:00pmAlphaauSigmaPledge~G·3Schrenk

6:00pm Gaming Association Mtg., 105 ME

7:00pm UMR men's basketball, Lindenwood Col·

8:00pm College Republicans Mtg.• 205 H·SS

lege, Gale Bullman Multipurpose Building

6:30pm Intervarsity Cbristian Fellowship Mig.,

7:00pm National Society of Black Engineers Mtg ..

Missouri

204 McNutt

6:30pm Show·Me Anime Mig .• 212 MeNutt

7:00pm Amnesty International Mig., 202 Library

7:00pm & 9:00pm SUB MOVIE: Indecent Pr0-

7:30pm Alcoholics Anonymous Mtg., Walnut

8:00pm Starlleet MIg.

Thursday

posal, MEl 04

11 :30am Civil Engineering Graduate Seminar Se.
ries, Ming-Yang Shan, "Bdavior of Web Elements

8 :00pm Eta Kappa Nu EE Help Sess:ions, 103 EE

of Hazardous Waste Site." 114 CE

8:00pm Campus PCTforming Arts Series presents

Tuesday

Balcom and Morri&, Leach Theatre, Castleman HalL

3:30pm Computer Science Graduate Seminar Se·

11:30am American Red Cross blood drive, Centeno

Tickets are S12 for adults and $7 for youths 18 and

ries, E ric Lu, "Asynchronow ~rallel Schemes: A

nial Hall, University Centc:r·East. The goa l is to

under, and are a\'ailable at the University Center-

Survey;' 209/209a M·CSS

~ach 150unitsas the blood supply is downSlll.tewide.

West ticket office. For more information call 341-

For more information contad Marilyn Lansberry.

4219. Prior to the perfonnance, KUMR's Janet

cha.innan of the blood drive for Phelps County, at

Turkovic will discuss the music al 7:20pm in the

265·5493, or Neil Bacoski, chainnan of the blood

Cflora.! Room of Castleman HaJJ. Admission is free

~Tau
~thar

: 00 bebalf of I

8:00pm Omega Psi Phi Dance, Centennial East

with Openings," and Jeff Balmer. "Feasibility Study

~~rii'

6:30pm Interfraternity Council Mtg., 216 McNutt

• TauOmega,I'
: UUdeollof~
, t~o during 01
• N~bt 00 ~1
•• Tb unday, No,C
purpOSe of Tb
beoefil Rolla ,
geoerous belp 1
semester bas

1

drive for UMR Student Council, at 34 1.9601.

sUcctss,

8:00pm Cbi Alpha Mtg., Missouri

,U
'OOll'S:

and open to the public.

Saturday

lO:OOpm Table Tennis Club practice. Miner Rec

'raul(

NOON: Gaming Association gaming , 139 Olem
4:00pm Physics Colloquium, Joe Swenson, ''Lis for

LASERS: An Atomic Physicist's Experience in

2:00pm UMR swimming, Henderson State Univer-

u5e1'-Land, 104 Physics

sityand University ofMissouri-5l. Louis. UMR Pool

Next Wednesday
lbank.sgiving Vacation Begins

;

... .

~

.. . ..

ell

Sigma Nu
Pbi I(appa Tb,
S~maPi
Sigma Pbi E

8:00pm Koinonia Mtg., 305CflemEng

12:30pm Newman Scripture

1.: 30pm Academic Council Mig., G-5 H·SS

Tb

ps

•
appa E
• Kappa s· p
• Lam Igma

Chl~aChiA

I
I ~
I 'I
I

mega
Kapp

Zeta aAlpb

"

/'

--...........- ......

..

TaUAlpb'

""

"

Wedn~sday,

Novembe r 17,1993
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On bebalf of tbe members of Theta
TauOmeg a,Iwould liketotha nkthe
students ofUMR for their participation during our semi-annual Pizza
Night on Monday, Oct. 25 thru
Thursday, Nov.4. As you know, the
purpose of Theta Tau Omega is to
benefit RoUa Area charities. Your
generous help and consideration this
semester has made our function a
success. The top ten finishers are as
foUows:
Sigma Nu
$363.00
Phi Kappa Theta
$266.00
Sigma Pi
$261.00
Sigma Phi Epsilon
$255.00
Tau Kappa Epsilon
$209.00
Kappa Sigma
$208.50
Lambda Chi Alpha
$199.50
Chi Omega
$182.00
Pi Kappa Alpha
$170.00
Zeta Tau Alphl\. _
$144.50 -• . - -

••••• ••••• ••••• ••••
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Stude~t U~io~ Board
Prese~ts

The L

Hello, boy'
we are going tol
eral
10 yourrefrig
lItose of you wi
dence halls: tl
cubjc.fooll:Ko~

Thur. Dec. 2

8:00 pm Mi ner Ree

Energetic distinctive mix 01 ska, luna and reggae
.
Three Mining - Engineering
students receive scholarships
.

News Services
SOURCE

~e UMR Mining Engineering
students recently received scolarships
for work in lIteir areas of emphasis.
Sophomore Bill Podrazik ofKansas City, MO, and junior Bryan M.
Tilley of Cape 'Girardeau, MO have
received $1,500 Chevron Scholarships
from lite Pittsburgh and Midway Coal
Mining Co., for their interest and
achievements in broadening their
knowledge of mining engineering.
Michael J. Larson of Iberia, MO.,
a sophomore in mining engineering at
lite University of Missouri-Rolla, has
received a $2,000 Quarry Engineering

'.' S

D

~ a. 5

+-('O.II~I

i5

Scholarship from lite N ationa! Stone
Association. .
Larson also receiv.ed his award for
interest and achievements in broadening his knowledge of lite stone industry
while a student at UMR.
Podrazik, who is also working on
a bachelor of science degree in civil
engineering, is a member of UMR 's
student chapter of lite Society of Mining Engineers. _
Tilley is a member of UMR 's
student and national chapters of lite
Society of Mining Engineers.
Larson is a member of UMR's
student chapter of lite Society of Mining Engineers. During lite summer
monilis, he worked as a heavy equipment operator and as a surveyor for
excavating businesses in Jefferson
City and Osage Beach, Mo. Rolla, MO.

e ')( p e 11. S i ve

I

a. n d

is 5 io",", I bv-f T tile Yl~II~
tJvll e.el ove.r tor ('vnr1l~

s+o f' S(,~t'\S or sf'uJ..,..... ~.
-r h c.. + +l-tue kf!..~f<' .s -f it e

III~~~~~~=:::~~~;;~~~~~~~~J~~;dJ1.~S;V~f'2c:v'\~c.~e;
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your room !hall'
microwave, you
bOOks, 2 n01e1><
and lite charre'
week's Calculus
lite door. (Don 'I
haven'l tried !hi
Chrisunasfmals
ogyexperirnenll
lItere should nol
you alive ... aW
promises.) Whal
no, penicillin is
The member 0
Council on Heal
lItan a liule d
wouldn'llItey?
Whal I meaJ
den~, we should
care of cunelves
supposed 10 be t
greai for Clergy
carbohydrales, :

WednEsday, November 17;..'1_9_9_3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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LaurieWilman

The Life and Times:
Hello, boys and girls. Today,
we are going to take a little poll. Go
toyourrefrigerator. (A reminder for
those of you who live in the residence halls: the fridge is that 2
cubic-foot brown box in thecomerof
your room that is buried under your
microwave, your laundry, 3 textbooks, 2 notebooks, a highlighter
and the charred remains of last
week's Calculus quiz.) Now, open
the door. (Don't worry; unless you
haven't tried this daring feat since
Christmas finals of 1991, the biology experiment you have growing in
there should not yet be ready to eat
you alive ... although I make no
promises.) What do you see? (And
no, penicillin is not the answer.)
The member of the President's
COIDlcil on Health would be more
than a little discouraged, now
wouldn't they?
What I mean is, as college students, we should be taking far better
care of ourselves than we do. Fish is
supposed to be brain food, pasta is
great for energy (those all-perfect
carbohydrates, you know), milk

n-eering
,Iarships
m the National SlOne
Irecei~edhis award for
ievements in broaden!eoftheslOneinduslr)'
atUMR.
vho is also working on
:ience degree in civil
a member of UMR's
JftheSoeietyof Min-

~ember of UMR's
ional chapters of the
Ig Fngineers.
a member of UMR's
lftheSociety ofMinDuring the summer
oed as aheavy equip~d as a surveyor for
.nesses in Jefferson
:eacb,Mo.Rolla,MO.

Health nuts or just nutty?

"does a body good," and rumor has it
that fruit of all kinds keeps our 'system' in order (although I never could
quite figure out just exactly what 'systern' they were talking about.) Yet,
what did you find in your ice box when
you braved the experience and actually
looked? (As I know how receptive all
of you in the audience are to these
articles, I just know that you all did as
I asked. It was in t~r ,ame of science,
you know, and let's face it: science is
everything at a school like this.) Personally, my winter store consists of
goldish crackers, salad dressing (no
salad), fake strawberry jelly, peanut
butter (no bread), a can of Fritos. Is it
natural to sell Fritos in a can?), some
incredible chocolate chip cookies my
grandma baked me (no, you can't have
any), and a box of chocolate-dipped
Ritz crackers (don't ask). I mean, the
healthiest thing I own is a jug of cherry
Kool-Aidand that's only because it has
Nutrasweet instead of sugar! I ask you,
is this healthy? Can a person really
survive on this? Let alone think on
this?

College students do lead a
much different life that the rest of
the world around them, though. As
one, I realize this. But is existing
off of s'more Pop-Tarts and Diet
Coke really the way to go? AIe hot
pots full of Raman noodles, with
Mountain Dew as a beverage really
a good combination? Or are we just
adding more stress onto our poor
Iinle hearts and arteries by clogging
them up with this stuff? Granted,
we don't have much time for cooking (or the facilities, depending on
where you live), butl still think that
something needs to be done. Write
to the President! Call Richard
Simmons! Actually go grocery
shopping! (Just don't get carried
away and call out for pizza.) Maybe
some action will be taken. Maybe
donations will be collected for
starving college students everywhere! Maybe we will be placed on
the endangered species list right
along with •artists'! In the meantime, just try to hang in there and
thank your lucky stars for Chef
Boyardee.

Pi Kappa Phi celebrates
25 years on the campus
Pi Kappa Pbi
SOURCE

The Gamma Lambda chapter of
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity proudly cel-

Pi Kappa Phi
Fraternity

25th

---

Anniversary
Celebration

I 4Ytd

,e

'II! t/tf

gressing into a "get-reacquainted"
party that night. A luncheon is scheduled Saturday at noon, to be followed
by a mortgage-burning ceremony to
celebrate making the final payment on
our chapter house. Following this, an
architect will present the plans for our
new chapter house. Saturday afternoon the current active membership
will be conducting a formal chapter
meeting of all initiated members, past

November 19-21, 1993

('i/nrtlllj

uJ..t. . ~,
-the

50,
7
,l.f:--

-

ebrates its 25th year on the UMR
campus this Tuesday, November 23rd.
The merrymaking for our anniversary
will take place this weekend, from
Friday, November 19th through Sunday, November 21st.
Friday afternoon and evening we
will be welcoming our alumni and pro-

and present. Roll will be called for
some 200 brothers who have been initiated over the last quarter-cenrury.
Saturday evening, our annual Red
Rose Banquet and Ball will be held to

see Anniv, page 17
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Captain Goatee's
weekly
review
------ - -- ----,~------~~------------

Cap~in

Goatee
Staff Writer

This week: Do we look like we're
laughing?
Calling all Goat Cadets. Attention!
It's time to listen to some comedy.
Now when I say, "Take my wife,
please," you should ask, "How far!"
When I say, "I just flew in from Vichy,
and boy are my arms tired," you should
shout, "How tired are they! " Got that
cadets? Ok, I've decided to give you
the four latest "funny" albums which
registered a "Cool" from me when I
heard they were out. But be prepared,
some of them aren't that funny.
First though, I should mention the
~ Christmas comedy album I've
ever come across. It's called "Dr.
Demento Presents the Greatest
Christmas Novelty CD," and it's put
out by Rhino Records. ' It has about
every funny Christmas song I've ever
heard. "The Chipmunk Song,"
"Jingle Bells" by the Singing Dogs,
"A Cbristma~ Carol" by Tom
Lehrer, Bob & Doug Mackenzie's
"Twelve Days of Christmas,"
" Grandma Got Run Over by a Reindeer," and my all time favorite Christmas song, ''I Want a Hippopotamus
for Christmas." Plus bits by Cheech
and Chong and the "Weird AI's of the
50' s and 60's," Allan Sherman and
Stan Freberg. There are 16 tracks in
all, and you might even frnd yourself
listening to this album in July.
Now Cadets, onto the reviews. We
have Adam Sandler fus\, plus " Weird
AI" Yankovic, the Dead Milkmen, and
Ren & Stimpy. Prepare your laughing
gas masks.

Album Review

"Lunchlady Land," "My Little
Chicken," "Food Innuendo Guy," and
"TheThanksgivingSong"areallpretty
good. Two of the songs are about sex,
and two of the songs are somewhat
about food. I'll let you decide which
one has the line, "If an egg can fit in
there, then why can't I?"
But, the fifth song, "At a Medium
Pace," is awful. I don't mind "bad"
words or talk about kinky sex. There
are some great XXX comedians out
there, but this song is just repulsive.
Sandler thinks it's funny just to talk
about shoving shampoo bottles where
the sun doesn't shine. Sorry, if you're
going to talk about anal cavities and
androgyny, at least add some humor. I
loved Sam Kinison when he was alive.
Sam could make you laugh about homosexual necrophilia, but Sandler's
dirty talk isn't even close to funny.
Almost all of the comedy sketches
are like this. The "Buffoon" is a repeating character on the album, and all
he ever doe-s is say phrases like
"F**king S**t" in a stupid Adam
Sandler voice. "The Longest Pee"
speaks for itself. The only comedy
sketches which start to be funny are
"Toll Booth Willie" and "I'm So

Wasi~,"but wh~n-youhearL"emafter
the fust40minutes of the album, these
don't even begin to make me laugh.
What's even worse about this album is that it features Adam Sandler's
Saturday Night Live buddies Rob
Schneider and David Spade. Maybe
the Saturday Night Live writers carry
these guys, because They' re all gonna
laugh at you is the most misleading title
of the year. It you think a fart or a four
letter word is inherently funny, well
maybe this album is for you. But for
me, this is a worthless album. Don't
waste your money.

Album Review

Adam Sandler
They're all gonna laugh at you
Warner Bros . (1993)
2 Goatees

''Weird AI" Yankovic
Alapalooza
Scotti Bros. (1993)
7 goatees

I really got excited when I heard
about this album. Sandler was on every
talk show I watched for a week domg
songs like "Lunchlady Land" and "My
Little Chicken." What a crack up! The
guy knows how to get an audience
going just with goofy grins and silly
voices. When I saw the album at
KMNR, it was clear that I was going to
be a happy man. There were only five
songs, but I thought...

"Weird AI" is b,ack andhe'sdone it
again. Alapalooza is another solid
album from the master of parody. The
cover of Alapaloo za is a direct lift from
the Jurassic Park logo and the featured
song is "Jurassic Park," a parody of the
old song, "MacArthur Park." With
lyrics like ...

"Oh well, so there are comedy bits too. He 's hilarious
on Saturday Night Live, and
his stand up is good too, it
will still be funny."
Nope. This is one of the worst albums
I've listened to for a long time.
Of the five songs on the album,

"A huge tyrannosauras ate
our lawyer/ Well, I suppose
that proves they aren't that
bad."
And ...
"I'm afraid those things'll
harm mel 'Cause they sure
don't act like Barneyl And
they think that I'm their dinner, not their friend/ Oh no"

~

-

- .--: .--

--..

--

-

worth something to this perennial fan.

Album Revi~w
The Dead Milkmen
NOI Richard But Pick
Hollywood Records (1993)
7 goatees
The Dead Milkmen are back without any fanfare . When I read one of
their newsletters at the station this
swnmer, there were many questions as
to the band's future. The guy ' s record
contract just fell through, and they
were all working day jobs. It was a big
surprise after seeing their great show
here in Rolla the year before. (They got
mild mannered nerds to slamdance!)
The best news of the newsletter was
that they were putting out an album of
21 pre-Big Lizard songs. (For info,
write to D.M . Newzletter, P.O. Box
58152, Philadelphia , PA 19102-8 152)
Well, I guess they pulled it together
though because they've got a new al'. 1

~-

-

... it' s simply classic "Weird AI."
And so the album continues on in
the "Weird AI" tradition with lots of
silly lyrics and silly song parodies.
"Bedrock Anthem" is a combination of
the Red Hot Chili Peppers' "Under
the Bridge" and "Give it Away."
("Yabba dabba, yabba dabba dabba do
now.") Other parodies include the
Billy Ray bashing "Achy Breaky
Heart," AI's essay on year old leftovers
that changes Aerosmith's "Livin' on
the Edge" to "Livin' in theFridge",and
his polka vers~on of Queen's "Bohemian Rhapsody." (Complete with spitting noise on the ..... spit in my eye"
line.)
No matter what group he tackles,
"Weird AI" always gets their sound
down. In facta number of songs sOlmd
like they might have originally be parodies which weren't approved. "Traffic
Jam" almost certainly a parody of a
Prince song which had to be rewritten.
Over half of the tunes on
Alapalooza are "Weird AI" originals.
"Harvey the Wonder Hamster"is probably my favorite although it's only a 21
second theme song about a superhero
who should have been. The most
clever song is "She never told me she
was a mime." If the title makes you
chuckle, you're a fan already. "Frank's
2000" TV" is a just great song. It
almost sounds like a song by a post
Beatles pop jangle group like "The
La's." If it wasn't for "Weird AI"'s
unmistakable voice and the ' fact it's
about a 2000 inch TV, it could be a
college radio hit.
Although it's fun, Alapalooza is a
rather routine " Weird AI" album.
Nothing extraordinary given that near
perfect sounding parodies and funny
lyrics are expected of "Weird AI" from
me. It isn't quite as funny or wacky as
his previous albums, but I still chuckle.
Heck, at least he went back to adding
his hand farts to a track or two. That's

~ f,'
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-------~-------bum and are out on tour.
Ren. It's fun once or twice, but after a
Not Richard But Pick fmds the while, it gets annoying. Plus, the
Dead Milkmen still trying to decide newersongschangetheRen&Stimpy
whether they are funny but intelligent "pal-ship" a bit. Instead ofRen having
or intelligent but funny . Their last this underlying love, he's just mean to
album tried to be intelligent, but it Stimpy. As the Horse would say, "No
didn't work very well. Beelzebubba Sir, I don't like it."
was their last really good album, and it
The songs are still fun though, and
was the last really silly one. (The 10 it's a generally silly album.
songmaxi-singlefor"Smokin' Banana Nickelodeon's kid audience will probPeels" is one of their best ever.)
ably eat it up. And people who thought
Fortunately, the band decided to Ren & Stimpy were too gross might
add a bit of silliness back to ~ like You Eediot a little better. Forme,
ari! But Dick, and the result is starting the theme song and interlude blues
to grow on me. The music has matured num6ers from the show are nifty, and
a little. While it's still undeniably the the album isn't a complete bust. If
catchy feel of the Dead Milkmen, the you've got little kids who like the
tunes are tighter than their earlier show, there's a chance they might rework. One minute songs are ruled out ally like the album. Unfortunately,
to almost 2 minutes, and it really helps. largerkidswholikeRen&Stimpywill
And the lyrics are decent this time notice that it's just not the same.
around. Track I, "Leggo my Ego," is
smart and funny. Pysch majors will go
for it's Freudian themes. The next
track,"I Dream of Jesus," is another
"Stewart" or "Bitchin' Camaro" style
track. This time it's about a guy whose Next week: Mazzy Star-, I Mother
mom keeps Jesus in a bottle that sits on Earth, PJ Harvey, and y~s, I'll review
the TV. I laugh just thinking about it. the new Concrete Blonde
It's "funny then smart then funny" all
-the way through the album to the fmal
pennywhistle on "The Woman who
was also a Mongoose."
"Jason's Head" doesn't make
sense, and "Let's get the Baby High"
isn't conscious raising or funny so it
• m isses it's mark. Bu\ the _rest of the \, .
' albUm is good. If you don't have ~
Lizard in My Back Yard or Goatee Rating System
Beelzebubba, then get them fust, but if 10 - Phenomenal
you're a Dead Milkmen fan who's dis- 9-8 --Excellent
enchanted after albums like "Meta- 7-6 - Good
physical Graffiti," don't worry, with 5 - Acceptable
Not Richard But Dick, the Dead Milk- 4-3 - Poor
men are back.
2-1 - Landfill Material
0 - So terrible, you must have it. ..

,,
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Ren & StimpyYou Eediot
Nickelodeon/Sony Wonder (1993)
5 goatees
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
Before Beavis and Butthead ever
shouted"frrefue,"Ren&Stimpywere NORTH PADRE/MUSTANG ISLAND
being edited because they had fart I------F.L.O.R.!.D.A ------l
noises. They opened the door for gross
DA YTONA BEACH
cartoons, and I think the world is a
PANAMA CITY BEACH
better place. Unfortunately, Nickel- ORLANDOIWALT DISNEY WORLD
odeon and Ren & Stimpy's creator,
C'O.L'O.R.A.D.O
John Kricfalusi, had some sort of
STEAMBOAT
"creative differences," and he's no
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK
longer part of the Ren & Stimpy scene.
BRECKENRIDGE/KEYSTONE
That's bad because Kricfalusi did
N.E.V.A.D.A-------j
Ren's voice, and he no longer has any
LAS VEGAS
creative input.
S·O·U·T·H C·A·R·O·L·!·N.A
His absence shows on this album
HILTON HEAD ISLAND
because whoever put together "You RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL
Eediot" decided to rerecord the TV
pieces and also write new songs. Billy DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHURE!

" .800' SUNCHASE

West, the voice of Stimpy, tries to do
Ren, but it'sjustnotthe same. It's like _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
orie of your friends pretending to. be ~

---....,,--.....
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Miners end season with 24-21 loss
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Joe Homburg

Asst. Sports Editor
This past Saturday the UMR football team was playing in their fmal
game of the season. The game was
played at Jackling Field here in Rolla
against the Central Missouri State
Mules. Kickoff was at 1:00 p.m. and
the weather was cloudy .damp and
around 70 degrees. You couldn't ask
for a better day to play football.
The Miners were' trying to stop a
five game losing streak that had left
them 3-6 overall coming into th~ game
with CMSU. The Mules were 6-2-1
before Saturday's action and they were
wanting to improve on that.
The game was more of a defensive
battle than UMR had in the previous
two games they had played. The Miners were hurt by turnovers which
CMSU turned into points. When it was
all said and done the Miners came up
on the short end of a 24-21 score. The
game was an unusual one with 31 of the
45 points being scored in the fmal
quarter of play. The loss ends UMR's
season and gives them a 3-7 record
overall and 2-7in the MIAA. The
MulesofCMSU ftnished 7-2-} overall
and 6-2-1 in the MIAA.
UMR's offense got the ball at the 20
after a kickoff out of the endzone by the
CMSU kicker. The Miners had three
downs and out after QB Mike Wise
was stopped on 3rd and 3.
The defense held strong and forced
CMSU to punt after an incomplete pass

on 3rd and II. When UMR got the ball the ball into the endzone. The
extra
back there was 11 :58 to go in the first point Was good and CMSU
had a 7-0
quarter. The offense looked like they lead. UMR again could not
move the
were ready to start a long dri~e from ball and were forced to punt.
The
their own 6 yard line. The flfst play Mules staited possession on
their 23 .
went to FB Jason I11wn for a gain of 2. They had moved the ball to the
Miner
but there was a face-masking penalty to 42 when a freak play happened.
Mule

photo by Doug Sobo,y

The. Miner offense cutting it close with the play clock in their
final game of the season.
move the ball out to the 13. RB Ernest QB Paul Kaiser was picked
off by CB
Brown then ran for a 10 yard gain and Darin Nix at the 22 yard
line. Nix then
the "0" was looking g~. On the next returned the ball to the 50 where
he was
play though lllum went up the rniddle hit .and fumbled. The fumble
was
and had the ball jarred loose and 'recovered by CMSU .
,CMSU recovered at the UMR 23 yard The Miner's flfst score came
via anline.
.
other Nix interception. This INT gave
Seven plays later the Mules passed UMR the ball at their own 42 with
6: 17

to go in the half. The offense ate up
time and slowly moved the ball down
field They converted on two fourth
down plays, one being for a touchdown. Ernest Brown got the TO to tie
the score 7-7. CMSU got the ball back
with:09 to go in the half and ran out the
clock. .
:The 3rd quarter was a battle of
punts with neither team being to effective at moving the ball. To s.tart the 4th
though UMR showed they were ready
to battle. On Wise passes to lE Kevin
Hug and Jason I11wn along with a
couple of runs the Miners were at the
Mule II yard line. Then Wise hit WR
Craig Sorenson for the TO and a 14-7
lead.
CMSU scored on their next possession. QB Kaiserhit WR Kevin Gilgour
for a40yard TO pass to make it 14-14.
The Miners couldn't gei the ball moving again and punted to the Mules with
5:19 left in the game. Four plays later
CMSU scored the go ahead TO on a 36 .
yard run by Henry Caldwell. Caldwell
came into the game battling with
Ernest Brown for the MIAA rushing
title. The score was now 21 -14 Mules.
After a Wise interception at the
UMR 15 things weren't looking to good
for the Miners. The defense held
strong though and made CMSU attempt a fi!!ld goal. The kick was good
and now UMR was down by 10 points
with I :28-left in the game.
The Miners would not give up
though. The kick70ff was taken at the
6 yard line by defensive back and return specialist Matt Henry. Henry then

Bet aga inst Fort's picks and cash in big
Brian Fortelka
Staff Writer
This NFL season could
make the average sports writer run
for cover, but not this one. The Fort
will continue to lend his expretise to
the Football fanatics. Here is a
wrap-up of Week # II action.
'.X·A'S

AFC-West: The return of
Marcus Allen to the L.A. Colisewn
gave the Chiefs the inspiration they
l,fto!·D'A
needed as they upended the Raiders
NA BEACH
CITY BEACH
31-20. Dave Krieg actually held on
.T DISNEY WORLD
to the ball this week and passed for
three touchdowns. With such great
O,R·A·D·O
M - Club Athlete of Ihe Week
I/rIBOAT
This week's M-Club athlete of th quarterbacking, the Chiefs don't even
VER CREEK
k '
need the services of Mr. Montana ....
Ift~E/lCEYSTO
NE
' ee IS Becky Wilson of the UM
II"
'omen's cross COtmtry team. This pas In Denver. neither the snow nor the
V.A,D·A
' eek Becky placed second at the Grea Broncos could stop the Vikings from
VEGAS
.ak
• A.R.O,L.t.",A
os Regional with a time of 18:12 overcoming a 20-3 deficit to steal a
lEAD ISLAND
'his is the highest regional finish by game in frigid Mile High. The loss
SLE NOW
JMR female and the fastest UMR tim puts the Broncos two games behind
; AVAI LARFULL
veri Due to her excellent performanc the Chiefs .... The Seahawks got their
:REE FOROCHUREI
t regionals, Becky is now qualified fo defense in order and ransacked the
·.OLOR S
tionals in Riverside. CA on Novembe quarterbackless Browns. Todd
Philcox couldn't fill the big shoes that
2. Congrarulations Becky. and g
were left by Bernie ~os ar , asthe
~ _ ICkatnationaIS!
Browns playoff hopes seemed to dim .

ADRE ISLAND
!MUSTANG ISLAND

,UN CH

ASE ..

~~~ ----------~----~
v- ~

~-

APC-Central: The Moon
Man seems to have the Oilers fmely
tunned as he threw four TO's in just
two and a half quarters of play. The
Oilers· are in a four game win streak
over such powerful teams as the
Bengals. Colts. and Patriots. WOW!
NFC-West: The Niners
stopped complaining about who gets
the ball and just said. Here you take
it Jerry! Jerry Rice caught 8 catches
for 172 yards and 4 TO·s ....The
Falcons used their 28th ranked
defense to shut out the happless
Rams. Jim Everett was put on his
back six times as the mighty front
seven of the Falcons whipped the fat
L.A. boys.
NFC-Centrai: The Pack
used a Chris Jacke field goal with
three secon!!s left to send the Saints a
message that the Pack is back.
Sterling Sharpe had a slow day. but
the defense rose to the occasion as
the Cheese heads remained on t,ack
'for a Cenlral division showdown with
the Lions next week ...In San Diego,
the Monsters of the Midway turned
things around against the Bolts . The
Bear defense. led by Donnell
Woolford and Chris Zorich totally

dominated the game. while Jim
Harbaugh and the offense continued
to struggle. The Chargers John
Carney looked like Kevin Bulter
after choking on a last minute field.
The game of the week. for week #11
is a Monday Night battle against the
Saints and Niners. The Niners look
for revenge and look to take full
control of the west. Here is the rest
of the schedule for week #1 \.
Chicago
. at
Kansas City
Cincinnat,i at
N.Y. Jets
Dallas
at
Atlanta
Detroit
at
Green Bay
Houston
at· Cleveland
Indianapolis at
Buffalo
L.A. Raiders at San Diego .
New England at Miami
N.Y. Giants at Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
at Denver
Washington at L.A. Rams
Minnesota
at Tampa Bay
New Orleans at San Fransisco
• Lock ot the Week:
Minnesota at Tampa Bay. The Vikes
looked impressive in Denver last
week, the Bucs enjoy losing. Will
Tampa ever be good? Not this week.
Vikes 34 Bucs 13

made some moves, got a few blocks
and was off to the races. He returned
the ball 94 yards for the touchdown.
The score was now 24-21 CMSU with
UMR needing to get the ball back
quickly.
The on-side kick failed and CMSU
got the ball at the 50 yard line. They
then proceeded to run out the clock on
their way to a 24-21 victory over the
Miners.
There were many good efforts by
this Miner team on Saturday. Ernest '
Brown gained 77 yards to put him at
1,050 yards for the year. He is only the
second player in UMR history to run
for 1000 yards. He also fmished second in th~ MIAA rushing race. Mike
Wise also set the total offense record at
UMR with 4,225 yards for his career.
On defense there were several
stand-out performances. Linebackers
Cary Lange and Matt Schwent had 18
and 14 tackles respectively while linemen Chris Ward, Doug Fulton, and
Jerry Wallock had 11,10, and 10 tackles apiece. Cornerback Darin Nix
played excellent with 9 tackles and 2
INTs on the day. Also CB Matt Henry
'played well, including the 94 yard
kickoff return.
Congradulations to all the Miner
football players for a tremendous effort
this year. UMR played well in all their
games. They stuck close. but just
couldn't get the breaks when they
needed them most. This centennial
season for the Miners was exciting,
and hopefully next year will be even
better.

~--------------------~

M - Club Alblete of Ibe Week
This week's Athlete of-the week is
Matt Henry, a defensive back on the
UMR football team. This past week
against Missouri Southern, Henry had
two interceptions which brought his
season total to four. This ties him for
second in the league in interceptions.
He also leads the league in punt returns , averaging 10.5 yards perreturn.
Congrarulations Matt on an excellent
season!
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UMR runner goes to nationals
UMR
Sports Information
Source
wn.sON TAKES SECOND AT
REGIONAL EARNS NATIONAL
BEE.IH: Becky Wilson (Kirkwood)
eamed a berth to the NCAA Division IT
Cross Country Championships by taking second at the Great Lakes Regional '
in Joplin. Wilson completed
~ .uvv·-mc"er course in a school
of 18: 12, only two seconds
Kristen Crouch of Michigan

country runner to ever qualify for
national meet and flrst since 1986
Julie Bard flnished 35th at naJan Hierholzer also made the
meet in 1982 and flnished in

"We're thrilled about this,' said
coach Sarah Preston. "Becky has
progressed tremendously in the time
she's been here and she really hit herstride in the Miner Invitational (Oct.
She saw the speed that is giving her
confidence she needs to race this

The second-place fmish was the
second for Wilson in a championship
meet in three weeks. She was second
to Pittsburgh State's Julie Heiskell Saturday with a strong perfonnancd.
Brandi Heaps of Central Missouri

State, the wirmer of the Miner Invitational this year, was two seconds behind Wilson Saturday for third place;
but she qualifled for nationals because
. the Jennies are going as team.

Wednesday, November 17, 1~
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B~~D~~ de~~=~~m<~~<oo~~m~ri~'~ 1
StafT Writer

the Blues were already into the second
week of the season. Losses have been
It was only last May when the . a rare thing for the Blues this year. At
"I felt confident that she would run B lues left their hopes for a Stanley Cup the time this story is being written the
well." Preston said. "She was among a to a raucous mob of heckling Canadian Blues have only lost twice. But the
pack of four runners early in the race fans at Maple Leaf Gardens. For most naysayers were still not convinced.
and stayed with the leaders. At some Blues fabs it was a long summer, as They pointed to the creampuff sched-"
point you !lave to realize what your airwaves oflocal radio talk shows were ule that the team had played up until
capabilities are and because of that, abuzz with the constant whining of the now. According to them , it was only a
Becky has raced so much smarter this disenchanted Blues "fans" . "TheBlues matter of time until the many glaring
just aren't in the same talent class as the weaknesses on the team begin to suryear."
Toronto Maple Leafs and the rest of the face and the Blues begin to skid. When
Wilson earned all-region honors NHL's big boys ," they cried. Massive the Blues fmally played the Maple
Leafs, they would be shown for what
for her showing, as well as becoming a deals must be made. the B lues future
be compromised. "Lets go out they were, an overrated team. Well,
member of the All-Academic team
named by the NCAA Cross Country and trade some prospects for some last week the Blues had that chance to
Coaches Association. Those honors past-his-prime NHL star," they clam- play Toronto and embarrass themare added to her all conference and ored. Its the only way the Blues would selves. The Blues as described by the
able to compete with the likes 9f the many malcontents, would playa very
academic AlI-MlAA awards won in
good game but somehow fall short in
bad Maple Leafs.
October.
the season started this year, the end because they just weren't as
The Miner cross country team ran
bashers masquerading as fans good as Toronto.
in the regional without Rob
up to again blast the team.
The Blues players did not buy into
Vanderwall, (Rolla), out with an illidiots sat at.the ready to rip the this line of B.S. They had maintained
>:ess, and fmished in 12th place over- lues, while warming up their dialing through all oflast year that they had the
all. Steve Hbstetter(Bailwin/Parkway flngers. Thoughts danced in their talent to compete with any team in the
West) was the top UMR fmisher as he heads about just what adjectives they NHL. Although many felt that this was
took 34th place in the 10,OOO-meter
use this year to describe Brett laughable the players believed in
race, posting a time of 32:50. Bob Hull's lethargy. New ways to humiliate themselves. Lastyear'splayoffupsetof
Etien (Fort Wayne,lnd.) was 46th in the Blues players who were not on a Chicago only added to their confi. 33:07, while Ryan Unterreiner (St. I ()() point pace had to be concocted. dence. In only a few years players like
LouisIParkway North) was 63rd in
puck brains were forced to keep Brendan Shanahan and Craig Jarmey
33:34.
to themselves, though. They had to had overcome inunature attitudes and
hold up criticism until the Blues flnally emerged as team leaders. The Blues
The ,c;> women's runner after Wil- lost a game.
son was Jennifer Frazer (Mexico), who
came in 76th place in a time of 20: 15.

future.
This has been the year that SL
Louis' fme young talent has fmally
been realized . . Although no Blues IIJe
among the NHL's scoring leaders, Brett
Hull , Brendan Shanahan, Kevin
Miller, Craig Jarmey and Jeff Brown
are.all knocking on the door. Curtis
Joeseph has been his nonnal superhuman self. Key acquisition, Phil
Housley, has not yet produced at his
All-Star pace but he has been hampered by injuries. Two of the biggest
surprises of the year have been
defenceman Murray Barron and forward Tony Hrkac. Both have contril!uted steady play in their own zone as
well as occasional offensive output. It
seems as though the Blues have grown
upandinsteadoflookingforareasonto
lose in the third period like last year,
the team has exhibited a killer instinct
that has fueled their many come from
behind wins.
After years of listening to frustrated ill-infonned fans, demanding
trades, the Blues have fmally shown
the patience with the team to allow the
players to grow as a team. Mostteams
in the NHL have great players but it
takes a very special kind of chemistIy
and camradery to have a great tearn.
Don't start planning the Blues tickertape parade yet, but this just might be

Glen Miller
StafTWriter
As the pro basketball world
revolves in without Mike. It· s time to
take a look around the NBA as training
camp has already opened. Some random thoughts on this coming year in
theNBA:
-Charles Barkley will win I!is second
consecutive MVP award and retire.
His Suns will fmish the regular season
with the best record, but will be
knocked out of the playoffs in the
Western Conference ' Finals by the
Seattle Supersonics, who will proceed
to defeat New York (who defeated
Orlando for the Eastern Conference
Finals) for the NBA Championship.
Shaquille O'Neal may make a run at
Sir C~arles for MVP honors.
-Rookie of the Year: Isaish (J.R.)
Rider, Mirmesota Timberwolves.
Assuming he signs soon, he will beat
out Chris Webber and Anfernee
Hardaway, even though he'll watch
them play in the playoffs. Rider has
also promised to win the Slam Dunk
contest over All-Star Weekend. With
the Warriors' injuries, Webber will be
a higher option in the offense and may
put up the numbers to eclipse Rider in
the voting.
-Derrick Coleman of New Jersey will
sign a cllntract which eclipses Larry
Johnson's 12-year, $84 million deal.
-The Dream Team II will run ragged
over opponen ts at the World Championships next summer in Toronto.

Coached by Golden State's Don Nedson, this team will include Mark Price,
Steve Smith. Dumars, and Majerle in
the backcour!,along with Derrick
Coleman, Larry Johnson, Dominique,
Kemp, and Mourning. If Pepsi and
USA Basketball can work out their
difflculties, Shaq ~ill try to do some
damage to some backboards in
Toronto. Three spots are still open and
the players will be named this spring.
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-Look for Harold "Baby Jordan"
Miner to grow up this year and start to'
dominate. His style of play (i.e.,
moves, quickness, elevation) truly is
reminiscent to Jordan. Miner, Kemp,
~ohnson, and the new crop of
rookies should beneflt from the added
exposure they will receive since Jordan retired.

GET:

Your

-Worst Luck Award: Golden State
Warriors. This team looked to have an
outside chance to win the NBA Championship, having added Chris Webber
to a Fab Four of Hardaway, Mullin,
Owens, and Marciulionis. However,
Hardaway and Marciulionis have suffered season-ending knee injuries, so
will the Warriors end up with another
Lottery Pick?
-And fmally , the league will conthtue without MJ., and should grow as
the masses fmally see the other tal, eitted players that make the NBA
Fantastic.
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Proposed +/- grading system meets opposition
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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K.C.Snyder
Staff Writer

Earlier this semester at the
Intercampus Faculty Meeting, University of Missouri President George
Russell proposed that a +/- grading
system be standardized to simplify and
facilitate the transfer of credit between
campuses. The standardization means
that if a campus chooses to use +/grading, it would have to use a system
sel forth by the Board of Curators.
President Russell is considering enacting the standardization by executive
order. TItis mandate would not affect
UMR because it doesn't have +/- grading, and the faculty and adminis'tration
have no plans to use such a system in
the foreseeable future.
"Many students and faculty have
the impression that the standardization
would be a prelude to having a +/system forced upon us. TItis is n<)t

true," said Lance Haynes, thechainnan
of Academic Council. UMR's Academic Council recently passed a resolution deeming +/- grading inappropriate for UMR. The Council passed the
resolution to culminate the consensus
among students and faculty that a +/_
grading system was not desired. A
StuCo swvey from last semester reported that 85% of 600 respondents
were against +/- grading. Many of
those faculty and students who sought
to draft the resolution felt that the
Board of Curators had no business
suggesting, let alone imposing , a grading system on the four campuses.
Dr. Ken Robertson of the Chemistry department also serves on Academic Council and is vehemently opposed to +/- grading. "I have three
specific complaints about the Board's
actions," said Dr. Robertson. "First, it
is not the Board's right or prerogative
to suggest, encourage, Initiate, or standardize a grading system. Second,
seldom do things of this nature that are
imposed voluntarily remain voluntary

for long. Third, the +/- grading system
is deliberately designed to lower grade
point averages. I have enough trouble
struggling over grade cutoffs; this system would double the number of difficult decisions that I have to make at the
end of each semester."
Some proponents for +/- grading
say that it would be more precise in
reflecting students' grades. UMKC
temporarily adopted +/- grading a
number of years ago before returning to
the regular system, More recently. the
School of Mines and Metallurgy had its
professors tum in +/- grades in addition
to the normallener grades to see what
impact it would have, and it had a
diminishing effect.
"Globally, the students were worse
off with the +/- grading," said Dr.
Ronald Kohser. Asst. Dean of Mines
and Met. According to the results of
the experiment, students' semester
GPAs were reduced an average of0.06.
Statistically, the +/- grading system
would reduce any given GPA by about
a tenth of a point, says Dr. Robertson.
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y to have a great team.
mning the Blues tick,r'
:, bUI this jusl might be
eBluenotes,

ASUM
The Associated Students of the University
of Missouri will be accepting applications
for the following positions:

the NBA

Programming Director: Approx. 10 hrs
per week; duties include actively seeking
guest speakers, planning luncheons,
developing and promoting new programs
and working with volunteers.

'olden State's Don Ned·
will include Mark !'ric
Duman, and Maj,rie in
t,along with Derrick
"j Johnson, Dominiqu
louming, If Pepsi and
all can work OUI th,ir
laq will try 10 do some
some backboards in
cspotsarestillopenand
~ be named this spring,

Board Member: Student Council elected
representative to the ASUM Board in
Columbia. Stop by STUCO for more
information.
To pick up an application, stop by the
ASUM office at 212 University Center West.
Or call 341-4970. Deadline for application
is November 22. Interviews will be the
week of November 29.

amid "Baby Jordan
up this year and start I
is style of play (i.e,
ess, elevation) uuly is
Jordan, Miner, Kemp
I and the new crop of
~nefil from Ihe added
.nll receive since Jor·

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam, Every year kmy
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds
of talented students, If you qualify,
these merit-based scholarships can
help you pay tuition and educational

Award: Golden Siale
:leam locked 10hIVe an
IOwinlheNBACham'
dedChris Webber
Igad
!lin
of Hardaway, Mu , '
arciulionis, However,
'ulionishave suf·
Marci
"
.. knee injUllCS, SO
ldlllg
'th another

fees, They even pay a flat rate for textbooks and supplies, You can also receive
an allowance of up to $1000 each
school year the scholarship is in
effect. Find out today if you qualify,

ARMY ROTC

,~end UpWI

league will con'
the
was
IJ and should gro
, " the other IJI·
lily see
NBA
thai mike, the

"So he says , 'Please don't trample me, I'm a
plastiC surgeon .' And I say, 'Well, maybe we can
work something out . . .' "

TIE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, visit Room 306, Harris Hall or call
341-4744
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pro
Wiley's Football top 20

EXCELLE.NT
EXTRA INCOME. NO\\' !
ENVELOPE STUFFING - sro) . S800 eve ry week
Free Details : SASE to
Internatlonaj L-,c.
1375 Coney Island A ve.
Brooklyn, New YoO: 11230

Bill Broyles
StafT Writer

They came up with a key blocked field
goalto hold on for atie WilhWisconsin.

to win Big-8 Player of the Year since
1972. The Buffs should handle Kan·
sas.

Moved to 905 Pine!

f!L1Im
SCIENCE FIenON ~ .. FANrASY
COMICS • GAMES

Phone 364-4301

Moved to 905 Pine!
, WOUI? you like to sell yo~r books p'rivatel~
J!.Ist don t want to take the time to aavertise~
Student Council is starting a !lew program this
semester that makes selfing and bUYing used
books an easy task for stuaents.
Look for the yellow postcard inserted in your
Miner, If there Isn't one in your Miner stop by
the $tuden~ Counqil Office ~md pick one up.
Simply fill out thiS card With your book titles
author, and ?sking'priqe and either drop it in the
caf!1pus mall or bnng It to the Student Council
Office.
You should return your completed
postcard no later than December 1 1993 in
order for your information to be printed during
the dead week issue of the Miner.

IF YOUR AIM IS HIG~
TECHNOLOGY, AIl
HIGHER WIT
AIR FORCE ROlf

Our Student Services

. ,/

Will Hetp With
.
Just About Ev.~rything .
1

.

. .

lor

".

Boatmen's offers'a numb~r of services to meet
Iill' Ilceds stlJ(klllsillrillding:
• Student Loans - Ollr rates arc atlr;I(IJ,vt: and
repayment doesn't begin until you finish
or leave school.
.
• Boatmen's Basic Checking Account - If you write
Just a few ~hccks per month this is the account
fi)f YOll. There is no millimllm halallce reqtlired 10
ojleillilr aCCotttll alld lilt' mOlllillv slTvin'
.
charge is atllmlablc.
• Boatmen's Automatic Teller Machines· You
Gltl h;Wl' access to yo,; tr mOllc), 24 hotlr.; .1 day,
sel'ct1 days ;1 week. at more than 100 000 telkr
machines around the w(;r1d and as ciose as the
Wal·Mart Super Center ri~llt here ill Rolla .

or

Call
'&'

r
.

01'

Capt . ,-

-_

- - -.. --------- --.....
......
--- ------

...
:-:::=:..,--....:......_1'-=
- - " - '''-'-

-~ . --

~

~kmh<r

Eqtl,,1

()pP(IrllllliIY

FIlIC
l .l'IJd..: r

Hine~

'"

--=--- ~ ~..

364-1221

BANK OF ROllA '

)

341-6541

~

\ BOATMEN'S'
:j

..

You're reaching
a science or engineering degree in
college. Your ultimate goal: a caree.
in high tech,nology.
Air Forc~,F-0TC can be your best way
move into the highest technologies_ You can
e~erge from college as an Air Force officer, ready to
help -'develop laser, sqtellHe and other systems.
There are many other advantages, too. Call

t:::::::::::~

visit BoatUlen's today,

\ _

"

~,

----

7) Tennessee - The Volunteers
11 was onl
crushed 15th ranked Louisville last 15) Louisville - The Cardinals will try
Riddick Bowe
I) Florida State - The Seminoles pre- week. Heath Shuller slill has a sholto to recover from the drenching they
ulan whal a
pare for the media bonanza for their take the Heisman away from Charlie received at the hands of Tennessee.
~eaV}"'cighl
~
They
will
need
to
play
much
better
if
game with Notre Dame. Charlie Ward Ward.
Ali·(lraZier..
they hope to beat Texas A&M.
is healthy and will play. Expect speed
fight is C0051d
todefeal tradition as Florida Slate wins 8) Florida - The Gators are not out of
Bowe won th
by at least a touchdown .
the nationaltitle picture yet. They need
taking the tiu
to beal Florida State in two weeks,
and sending
2) Auburn - The Tigers' only major then beat Alabama in the SEC title . 16) Arizona - The Wildcats still play
Evenwally, e:
hurdle of fmishing the regular season game to keep their hopes alive.
tough defense. Don't let UCLA's ex·
pride drew H
undefeated is Alabama. Just because
plosion fool you. They will try 10
ring. When
they are on probation doesn't mean they 9) Miami - The Hurricanes have a new
bounce back by beating California.
rematch with
are out of the n ational title picture.
quarterback in Ryan Collins. They
fanseverywhe
have come on with a vengeance after
17) Virginia - The Cavaliers wm
to the fight of
3) Notre Dame - The lrish will try to their loss to Florida State, They still
surprised by NC State. However if they
the gracious f'
"play like a champion today" when have a key clash with West Virginia.
can beat Clemson, they will still fmish
the brash yow
they face off with Florida Slate. If the
second in the tough ACC.
"The Fig!
Irish win, they will play in the national 10) Wisconsin - The Badgers almost
After sitting
title game.
had back-to-back- victories over
18) North Carolina -IfVirginiafaiten, filled with :
Michigan and Ohio State. They can't
the Tar Heels will fmish second in the raiw! to acre
4) Nebraska- The Com Huskers major let up; they still have a shot at the Rose
. conference. They shouldn't have any inlo the ring r
opponent is their past perfonnance in Bowl.
nounccnthatl
bowl games. They should fmish 'the
problem getfing by Tu~.
To the Iaymm
regular season undefeated· with a .v ic- 11) Alabama - The Crimson TIde got
19) lridiarma - The Hoosiers beat Penn diet for the II
tory over Oklahoma.
stunned last week when they were upState last week to keep their RoseBowl entirely of be
set by' LSU ~ They have had to play
5) West Virginia - The Mountaineers David Palmer at quarterback due to the
hopes alive. They square offwith Ohio ihelm, Riddi
nated Holyfi.
are surprisingly the only undefeated injury to Jay Barker.
State this weekend.
rounds as EVI
team from the Big East. They will have
little trouble with Temple this week 12) TexasA&M- The Aggies continue
20) Oklahoma - The Sooners were in I .out his oppon
and then begin preparing for their to tout their weaker SWC foes. This . tight game with Mizzou last week be- early thai Hoi
showdown with Miami.
fore they put it away with two late away from E
week they face their arch-rival, USC.
touchdowns. They have' in-slate rival while Bowe
6) Ohio State - The Buckeyes remain 14) Colorado - The Buffalo's Charles_ .OSU this week before theiT. \>ig(lJlatch •.,Holyfield 10 ~
in the driver's seat for a Rose Bowl bid. Johnson may be the first wide receiver
with Nebraska. .
ring and trade

-..

~
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here
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Pro boxing needs Mike Tyson

PlayerO[ 1h Y

e ear '
uffs should h Slr!i

andleK

M issouri M iner

Travis Dunnington
StafTWriter

It was only last November when
Riddick Bowe and Evander Holyfield
put on what many had called the best
heavyweight action since the days of
Ali-Frazier. The tenth round of that
fight is considered the best in history.
Bowe won that fight on a decision,
taking the title away from Holyfield
and sending him into retirement.
Eventually, either the money or the
pride drew Holyfield back into the
ring, When he fmally agreed to a
rematch with Riddick Bowe boxing
fans everywhere began the countdown
to the fight of the century, It would be
the gracious former champion against
the brash young bull.
"The Fight" did not disappoint.
After sitting through an undercard
filled with yawners , anticipation
raised to a crescendo as Bowe strided
into the ring amidst talk from the announcers that he was a tad out of shape.
To the layman Bowe looked as if his
diet for the last month had consisted
entirely of beer and pizza, but nevertheless, Riddick carne out and dominated Holyfield-for. the ftrst couple of
rounds as Evander was trying to feel
.out his opponent. It became apparent
early that Holyfield would try to stay
away from Bowe and tire him out,
while Bowe would try to entice
, •• Holyfleld'to stand in the middle of the
ring and trade punches, ' , , ,

For the first six rounds, Bowe had
seemed to be winning as Holyfield
mostly peddled around the ring staying
away. At the start of the seventh round
Bowe stunned Holyfield with a rare
combination when the fight was suddenly stopped. Some nut with a mechanical fan tied to his back had parachuted under the tarp and was caught
on the top rope of the ring. Bowe's
bodyguards the proceeded to pummel
this uninvited guest while stunned
viewers around the country looked in
disbelief. If we had not seen this
happen right in front of our faces we
would never have believed it. Rumors
flew around that said Bowe's pregnant
wife had just fainted from all of the
excitement and talk soon shifted to
whether or not the fight would go on.
There was too much money involved,it
would have to go on.
When the fight fmally resumed,
Bowe seemed to be the one who was
most affected. While he did not realize
that his wife had fainted , hefought the
rest of the fight rather lethargically,
After landing a few punches that
seemedtol1urtHolyfleld, Bowelooked
tired and could not finish Evander off,
or even seriously hurt him. Holyfield
fought a courageous fight, and stuck to
his game plan of never going toe to toe
with Riddick, but he never so much as
staggeredBoweanddidn'teven landas
many puncher. as Bowe did,
When the winner was announced
and Holyfield again crowned the new
, champion,. Evander seemed as surprised everyone else. ' It has always "

as

been an unwritten rule of boxing that
the challenger must be the aggressor
and take the title away from the champion. This certainly did not happen.
A warding the belt to Holyfield seemed
to be the best thing to happen to both,
though, since another rematch would
obviously bring in even more money to
the two fighters.
Although it was a great fight, the
viewers still can't help but feel just a
little disappointed . Holyfield possesses the biggest heart of any champion in recent memory but he is still
just a pumped up cruiserweight. He
lacks the size and power to be a classic
heavyweight champion. Maybeits just
me, but I like to see heavyweights
knock each other down, and Holyfield
just doesn't have that sort of power.
Bowe, on the other hand, looks to be
the second coming of Buster Douglass . .
Although Bowe has the prerequisite
size, had speed, power, and charisma
to be the next Mohammed Ali, he '
wastes it all by coming into fights ill !
prepared and looking like the Iiext .
Pillsbury dough-boy. His only motivalion seems to be money, and now that
he possesses all he needs, his once
bright future has turned dim. These
two always put on a goodflght but is it
worthy of a rematch? Lets leave the
three fight series to real boxers like Ali
and Frazier. Today's boxing fans will
never know about what real boxing
was all about in the Ali-Frazier days
until Mike Tyson gets out of jail and
comes looking for Bowe and his heavy-,
weigHt title belt.

r--------------,

I
A CUT ABOVE
I
"FALL PERM SPECIAL"
I
I
I
$37 peRM, eV <J t: s<J1j.fe
I
I
.fl'Jhq Aimi ex'7R11
I
I
I
I
CALL FOR A N APPOI NT MENT
I
OFFER GOOD'\ ffi{ COl'PON
E.\.'PIRESII · IJ·93
I
I
STREE'T\3 1-1) 36. H iS66
L - - - - - - - - - - ____ .J
~09 \\ ESTELEVENnt

HYPNOSIS TO:
IMPROVE ST UDY HABITS-REDUCE TEST TAKIN
ANXIETY -RAISE GRADESAlso to lose weight and stop smoking
Individual and Marital Counseling

Paul C , Learmann, MSN, RN, LCSW
--Certified Hypnotheraplst--Clinical Nurse Specialist--Licensed Clinical Social Worker-lOth Street Centre, 1704 E. 10th Street
Suite B, Rolla, Missouri 65401 - 314-368-4665

:: -:-.:~ ~:: ; :!i! !i::pe~

[MISHI
LOGY,
HER

~,;l ;: ~; :~uJ.,, !\g
~!l~ht
~ ~t

in yOW" favor by op! ning one of our interest

lcc(\unls. Choose from either OUT Money

Chtckir.g "l,ccounl or our NOW Checking ,l,ccou nl ::I nd

;;;;u, money ....ork. fo r you. (Anlacl a pcn employec-owner

:.xlY to lind out how you can ride the Wl \'e of fin l ncial Sucte3S.
IIAIIID' ACClOUHI'
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PheIPS

• County
Bonk

",""""",.a.r.nedbri · ~ fOlC

Ml l P\ne · Ro/'.I
S. .le:IltIK:r'l·SLJ~ '
3604-$202

NOWOItctaHGACCOUtn MONEY MARKET ACCOUNT

NOW CHECKING ACCOUNT

Nee d ac c ess to a c ompute r
la t e at night?"____. _
. ___

,/

hing tor asci·
:ringdegreein
:e goal: acare

in

Computing Services CLCs
Math-CS 104

your best way
:s, You can
Weer,ready to
temS,
:s, toO, Call

!s

More than 30 services available, Including bulk mailings
for clubs and organizations, UP.S shipping, money orders,
stamps; post office boxes, FAX, storage boxes and much
more!
~

___'l

Mon · Fri

Saturday
Sunday

24 hours J day
Midnight. midnight
8 :00 am - 11:45.pm
8:00 am - midnight

~ Holiday weekends and other 1m"

Mon - Fri

-MAIL BOXES ETC.®
In the Southside Shoppers World next to Sears
Phone 314-364-0006

To Send/Receive a FAX phone 314-364-0007

6 :00 am - 1:45 am
8 :00 8m • 5:45 pm
8 :00 am - 1: 45 am

& 108

.
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Campus Gossip
Miscellaneous

.

Tim

Have you goaen over your 709 phobia?

Hey PI Kapp AM's

Spodt

Basanent Room.
You big g~cn-blooded baboon, have you

National Environmental Company NOW mRING
Several part time positions being filled in
Olstomer Service, Marketing, Display. Ideal for

~ ..-

<Insert exoterica he~>

flllished the calculations for our entry in the
Bewan: of Dead Cats in the morning

Olaplain

10vingGF
Jeffrey Paul,

Drury Inn. Hwy 63 North. Rolla, MO, Mon., No,'.
15, and Tues., Nov. 16, 1pm. 2pm. 3pm, promptly.
Walk in with

~wne

Lo\'eR

Is it a wise idea to let Sarah use your

Aar,Pondo

Your snide remarks are completely illogical.
I thought up a winning design yesterday and am
currently doing a fmite element analysis in my

Cheey

Stacy G, Stacy M, Jayne

head.

Human Resoun:::s Director (UMRlCSR)

Route 1 Box 118

Let's go to Physics, I need a nap.

. Dr. McCoy,

computerwhO'i you're not around?

or send resume to:

Congratulations on geaing initiated

Have you started the countdown to your
My brain is going to explode I

annual sleepover?

To a certain someone-

Ray

Spodt

lO\'e in AOT

Jessica

Rolla. MO 6540 I
No phone calls please.

Scotty
How long will it take to get 1hc: warp-drive

If a certain someoue was to get rid of a

Single Size Futon

DIS!

certain someone and to fmd a better certain

S80

Tomado

I kn'e you!

contest aft~ the next meeting?

Jessica

Captain Kirk
Knobs
Just bustin out with purple pride! Can you

Sony Three Way Speakers

say Johnson County Conummity College?

No Speaker GriUs

JocW

Captain Kirk

Cathy

Repainted Entir<ly Black

Thanks for being. great Big Brother

The warp-drive nomally takes about 13
The suspense is killing me, Thanks for the

S50

great revelation last week and remember that

341-8411

paybaks an: hell.

Mark

Hey fugitive
The gig's up chick, you o\\'Cme and no
mo~"No

really,l got arrested", excuses.

I wish I was a11"'1lie to plants and I wish I
had a pair of ruby s1ippers_

Sulu
BOO!

H you are intCTCSted call

Guess Who?

364-1l598

..lated to moth)

Carrie

Warp speed 9 to the nearest ASME
Come swim with us chick. I'll do

When walking into a study lounge, make

Has Y"ur wildlife been checked in yet?

available in thcRegisuv's Office for all graduating

sure that the door doesn't come out and hit your

You looked qwesome at Fonnalll!

hand. Be smarter than the Door!

MWlZO

the University at no cost to students who will be

Knobs
If you can't be careful. name it after me

T
Do you have the Karen Syndrome?

JoJo

NIa/1IV.nom
Fieldguide
As sIwp and quick

Words deadly as venom
A cobra', strike

SUB BOD

(made especially for you, Cathy)

De=nbe.- 18, 1993_

What happens when there are no suitable

,

Rattlers echo in the night

hennan????

sober for once?

victims?

Roxy
Congrats KD new 1'5

Quester

Stacy, Stacy & Jayne

Dy

Have you met the 3 times a week quota?

?09 Shack Fest
Shelly
fc:ver

StacyG
Your'~

Gmro
How's the purple-people eater?

Personals

tiOM

the greatest Little Sis, congratula-

Get your Miner, right herel M14
interrupting my reading sudes!

Jessica

Dy

I heard your specialty was in research

. Bridgett.e

on being initiated
Love YR Big Sis,

Doug

Paperboy

Noogie at noon

(at thelibrvy)

Congntulations to Booger, Mike)" Stalker. K.c.,
Jesus and OWmers - Pi Kappa Ali 's newly

Shdly

What do ya say we suck facc while we're

I didn't know chocolate cured "BUCK"

TIME RIDER

Budt

Happy 21st B-Day Jenny K

JoJo

students. These announcements are provided by

Scream as the vipers
Sayeth the young

Eicee Captain

Duty tip #13,

Commencement announcements are now

As a serpent's tongue

Jen

creativity contest

BREAST-stroke.

00

To my Asylum friends,

Scoay

YO\,m in ~ m (&t in problems DOt even

Cathy

I wiU teach on a one to one basis.

Gills,
Jm

elected ex-cons! Stay psyched guys!

Has anything develop«! in the darkroom?

The white moon on the volleyball court was
Does your bed really span 2 zip codes

25th is just days away - stay psyched!

nice.
The guy who looks like a Fied

Cheese!! II

I\>ndo

Are you all 'WCKER"-ed out?

Sherri L

Ray

High? to my Raisin Bagel with Stnwbcrry Cream
So how ;s the Green Boy?

TJ

Qaplain(still)

Hey PI Kappo,

Jason G_S

~ Is the practice working out? I mean practice
does make perfect

least!

~-----~~~
Dl.C.E.

Fondo
Fillin
You wear yourchoc:olate well!

Wouk! you like B1's purple & pink sweater
for Christmas?
-Jm

Gina
Happy B-Dayl
Love Pondo

How', that lab coming along?

I

I want to touch your hair
Jason

Jm

"It s

within the next couple of minutes if you need it for
the ASME creativity contest

Would you like to learn japanese?

Attendon December Graduates

Love, YR Lil Sis

yeal'S to repair, but J can probably get it done

MWlZO

1 taught Japanese for a year at U.MR.

Cam

operational on our entry for the ASME crn.tivity

someone, then wouldn't life be much better?

g",dusting

stude

Jm

Thanks for being an understanding and

positions also available. Complete training if

When

Dr. McCoy
Pinky

S9jOJ1v to start. Thltt assistant manage r

accepted. See Mr. Vandegriffe, interviewing at

AOf,Pondo

ASME creativity contest after the next meeting?

.-~

neat, professional coUege men and women . $7.50·

Don't you hate it when that happens?

see Gossip, page 17

Hal
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UMR opinions on campus
When asked their opinion of the new telephone registration system, these

Steve Owens
Junior
"It seemed like it worked
pretty well."

iis

Toni Stone
Senior
"I thought it was really
good."

Brian Broekemeier
Junior
"It has a few bugs in it."

Robin Hilpert
Junior
"I. was expecting a lot of
trouble, but it went very
smoothly."
Photos by : Ellett Saunier
Interviews by: Andy Dooley

' bplallIllMlwilhl

pm.

D(hpn>bl""' .. ~"

Have a question for UMR Opinion.. on Campus? Put it in the Miner Oropbox, room 103 Norwood Hall, with your name (if you'd like it published) .

,."

--

&~&~

",.-.....-.,...::-r.,.,...,

ACROSS

1. Father
4. Unconsdous
8. Larae instrument
12. Pruk!ent', Dkkname
13. By moutb

14. NarntJve poem
15. Number
16. Doclde
\8. Love
21. Tellurium symbol
22. Hlgb volodty nDld "......,

23. Oklahoma towo

6. Substance

27. Explro

' .... w.re

29. Dbtanl
30. Copy
31. Notice in paper (abbr.)

8. Palndag medium
9. News agency (abbr.)
)0. Storage conl lUner
II. Hlgb card
17. Sun god
19. ConcemJng
22. Jelly
24. Sodi um symbol
25. Idol
26. Contradict
27. Challenge
28. Concept
29. Fish appendage
30. Pull along behind
32. Very old .
33. Wager
36. Verb

32. Direct a weapon
33. Larie snake

34. Preposition
35.
37.
38.
39.
40 .
41 .
42.
44 .
47.
51.
52.

age 17
P

DOWN
Information
In bed
Marl<
System of signals
Mined mineral

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

20. Snare

),

53. Many (two words)
54. Pleolc pesl
55. Browns
56. Stan over
51. Confederate general

Rule
Stileh
Some
Freedom from discomfort
Place
Impersonal pronoun
Zoo animal
Stringed Instrument
Moon
Negalive prefix
Exclamation of sorrow

37. Worn oul mind
38. Wllhout music
40. Of tbe SUD
41. Two (Roma n)
43. Midwest state (abbr.)

44. Rej«' a bill
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Without a co mpanion
Bel
Day or week (abbr.)
Wingli ke
Brown
SO. Also

see Solutions, page 17
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THANKSGIVING DAY
. Is it all about turkey and football and family ~eunions? Or did the
Pilgrims have something else in mind?
We are a group of faculty and staff who wish to encourage you to
keep the THANKS in Thanksgiving. We are united in a belief
in God and an utmost thankfulness for Jesus Christ.

.

.

~

-~:.;

..

_

. ,'- .

If you would like to talk about our reasons for hope and thanks, just
.
ask •

. ..
~

..

"P."

"No, no, no. I distinctly remember telling you that ·
1would pick up the chips and beer and that ~
would get the army."

. BEA CH o r SKI Group Promoter
Small or larger groups .
.'
Yo ur 's FREE , d'lscounted or CASH
Call CMI 1- 8 00 -4 23-5264
.

KMNR from page 1 .
and organizing special KMNR events .
This is an abbreviated list just to give
you some idea of what KMNR employees do. If some of the jobs at KMNR
are not completed, station operation
and progranuning will suffer. In addition, KMNR and the University can
face fmes up 10 $25 ,000.00 for a single
FCC violation. Paying students ensures that those jobs will be completed
in a timely and professional manner.
In the Student Council Meeting of
November 9, 1993, the budget recomm~ndation was amended from $5.54/
student/semester to $4.65, which was a
16% reduction in the overall budget. It
was recommended that this cut come
solely from the stullent salaries. When
the votes were tallied, 78 votes out of
102 were cast and 41 voted for passing
the recommendation. Only 37 voted
against passing the recommendation.
It should also be noted that those who
feel the student salaries are 100 high
have admitted to knowing nothing

Karen Chapman (x46IS)
Mechanical Engineering

Dr. Eva Lee Lasater (x4692)
Phil. & Liberal Arts

Dr. Kenneth·Ragsdell (x41S
Engineering Management

Dr. Robert Davis (x4ISI)
Engineering

Dr. Terry Lehnhoff (x4632)
Mechanical Engineering

Dr. X. B. Reed, Jr. (x4423)
Chemical Engineering

Dr. Ron Fannin (x4974)
Basic Engilfeering

Dr. Douglas Mattox (x4402)
. Ceramic Engineering

Mr. Walter Ries (x4132)
Continuing Education

Norma Fleming (x6061)
Continuing Education

Brenda Mesplay (x4614)
Mechanical Engineering

Dr. Bernard Sarchet (x4688)
Engineering Management

Dr. Ralph Flori (x4S88)
Basic Engineering

-Dr. Joseph Newkirk (x4725)
Metallurgical Engineering

Ken Schmid (x6324)
Mechanical Engineering

Dr. Troy L. Hicks (x46S4)
Mathematics-Statistics

Dr. J. Keith Nisbett (x6499) ,
Mechanical Engineering

Ramona Taylor (x4937)
Psychology

D~. R9n Kosher (x4734)
Metallurgical Engineering

Mary Ann PUlley (x47S3)
Mining Engineering

Dr. M. D. Troutt (x4421)
Chemical Engineering

Donna Kreisler (x4661)
Mechanical Engineering

Dr. Howard Pyron (x4491)
Computer Science

Faculty and Staff wishing to affiliate with us may contact:
Faculty/Staff Christian Fellowship
c/o Dr. X. B. Reed, Jr.
Chemical En 'neering

UMR is hosting an American Red Cross
Blood Drive Wecfnesday, November 17, &
Thursday, November 18, 11 :30 am - 5:30 pm at
Centennial Hall.
This drive will mean the difference between
life and death for Iqqal hospital pC3:ti~nts. EXp'erience the true SPirit of TlianksglVlna. Do for
someone what they can' do for themselves.
Give blood for those in need and be thankful
you're healthy and able to donate.
All eligible donors are needed. Individuals at
least 17 years oldhweig~ing at leas~ 11 0 po~nds
~nd in good healt are Invited to give the gift of
life.
.
. .
Please we need you. For more information
contact: Marilyn LansberrY (314)265-5493, or
Sue Watkins (314) 364-39~7.
.

about how a radio station runs.

---

.....
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DDeth Ragsdell (x415
eering Management
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University of Missouri-Rolla Rec Sports

B. Reed, Jr. (x4421)

cal Engineering

ralter Ries (x4132)
Uing Education

~rnard Sarchet (x4688)

!ering Management

:hmid (x6324)
.nical Engineering

Taylor (x4937)
logy

IJ

. D. Troutt (x4421)

cal Engineering

When you think about an all
around intramural athlete at UMR, one
name should immediately come to
mind: Ryan Barr. Barr has annually
participated in football swimming.
track, softball. weightlifting, soccer,
cross coutry, volleyball, and table
tennis. However. what sets Barr apart
from the average intramural athlete is
, the amazing level of accomplishments
he has done in the majority of these
sports (football· starting WR; swim·
ming~" l st place in individual medley
and 2nd place in the fly; soccer- starting forward-leading scorer; track- 2nd
place in the 100 yard dash; wrestling1st place in his weight class for the last
two years; and weightlifting- 2nd
place in his weight division for the past

- two years). On top of these accomplishments, Barr has received the Intramural Managers Association' s
Athlete of the Year Award for the 1991
and 1992 seasons.
Outside of athletics. Barris
an active member of Sigma N u Frater, nity and has held various offices and
committees such as Rush Chairman,
Little Sisters Chairman, and St. Pats
, Float Chairman. Barr is also an active
member in Theta Tau Omega. where
he was a part of last year's Casino
Night Committee.
In the classroom, Barris a
senior in the civil engineering department and carries a 3.0 GPA; whenever
he is not studying or playing intramurals,Barrenjoys to skydive inhis spare

,Jtime.

[tact:

Visit your Intramural or Recreational Sports
Department and sign up today!
General Motors is proud to be associated with your campus intramural sports and activities.

CHEVROLET/GEO • PONTIAC. OLDSMOBILE· BUICK
CADILLAC • GMC TRUCK • GMAC FINANCIAL SERVICES

.'-
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to get alot outof college,

out this is ridiculous.

Students
travel, C
DeckHai
CALL6(

lssip

Macintosh LC"5 4/E1J, Apple Color PillS
14" Display, Appk Ke)board II and mouse.

Macintosh Quadra<e 6/0 8/l(i), Appk Color Plus
14" Display, Apple K8)board /1 and mouse.

Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal. Now, when you buy any
select Macintosh· or PowerBook"computer, you'll also receive seven
software programs. It's all included in one low price. And the software
package alone has a combined SRP value of $596~ It was designed to

Apple PowerBook DIIO ~ ~ 4/E1J (with
Macintosh Exlernal Hoppy Disk Drive and
POlverBook Duo FkJppy Adapter rwI shown).

give you the kll1ds of programs you need most. Programs to organize
your time and money. And some programs just for fun. So, why buy
an Apple"computer? It does more. It costs less. Its that simple. 'Introducing the Great t\pple Call1pu~ Deal

Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

••

Ben Strehlman (Scientific Programmer Analyst at UMR)
at 114 Mathematic Computer Science Bldg • 341·4841

Ifctlio Bad. Yoo'rem:

Soflware~;' oJ~ 1@.JJm1illd~~4\lginal

produclpadaging as sixJw71in ibis ad. BUI),," wiJJ receive _samesoflwareprogmms
in an in/egnll«i{XIWzge from Appk. ©1993 Appk Computer, Illc. All rigb~ resermi. ,.~pk, tbe Appk ilJgo, Macilltosh, Macilliosb Quadnl alld Pou<rBoolz are regislerni /rademarks ojAppk Computer, In< _&ok Duo;' a /rademark ofAppk Computer, in<

'&=J on !hecfJlnbhlfd Suggeslfd Re/(Ji/ Prias (SRP) OJtbeproduds in)be Campus

'i~badan'~tine

Ibonbforlcttinglllkic
)Wtlovt)'tIU!!!

h! ~J z.. ~!dg"

University of Missouri-Rolla
Presents
Beth Wheeler
Director of Legislative Affairs for Governer Carnahan
Friday, December 3,1993
11 :30 am
First Floor Gallery
University Center East
Please Call 341-4970 by Monday, November 29 to RSVP

ednesday, Novembe r 17, 1993
Missouri Miner
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Anni v
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!

Student s needed! Earn $2000+ monthly. Summerlholidays/fulltime.
World
travel. Caribbe an, Hawaii, Europe , Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino Worker s, etc. No experience necessary.
CALL 602-680-4647, Ext. C147.
.

celebrate our chapter's founding as
well the founding of our national fraternity. which is in its 89th year. Mark
Petrofka will be in attendance and will
deliver a short oration to us, as will
John Andrews, our Pi Kappa Phi area
governor. The keynote speaker at the
banquet will be Joseph McBride, one
of the 31 charter members of our chapter. From the current UMR faculty
and administra tion, we hope to have
Dr. Raymond Venable, one of our char-

Page 17

from page 5
ter members and a previous advisor,
Dr. John Park, a prev ious advisor, and
Dr. Lance Haynes, another previous
advisor and.dedica ted brother celebrating with us at the banquet.
The commemo ration ends with a goodbye brunch late Sunday morning. The
Pi Kapps are as psyched as can be for
this historic event. We are all proud
and privileged to be active members
during this special time for our fraternity.

ossip

from page 12
Anica

ITA is way 0001

Jen

Thanks for going with mel

Only 16-7~mor< days til3x71

days?

Jen

Amy

ZUM

We're looking for Emily, right?

Your pledge sisteTS

HP

YN-->

Sonya

HeyMM

lCSon:lOd

Born to be wild?

"ensue gold

i.

We signed our leasel How many mo~

liea.

nile

'buy

We'.. Shodtedlll

Becky

Next time wear your long underwear!

u

~·,thecleric 7

JICimc.. .;.

Heather

Da,.,. & Dee

ZUM

I'm sorry about taking your stuff! I hope

lirica

You'~rruch.badinfluenccl

an awesome little sis!

The very flirter

UCO
YBS

K

G(f. psyched for interviewsl!

Then I would've been in real trouble! No, then you
would've been in real trouble I

Christy
The UMR football team is awsome!
_ _ _ Let's go party sometime I

rendezvous don't do it during Physics, people

Love

UCO

Lambda Sigma Pi

Thanks for all the hard world

ZUM
Sunday Bibs, you the Mack! I!

Kim

&one wi1hus.

Youl.uclted out!

ZUM

l1AM

Fall '93 Pledges

Yl.S

Da Hit Squad

Congrats on an awesome job offer. We're

l want my daddy's records!

Dee Kay

Ladies

If you Wlnt some flavor in your life. make
sun: you get plenty of JUICE.
Da Hit Squad

Juice

ZUM

You're an swesome pled&e sister, Let's

Poaoe to Bob XI
Da Hit Squad.
Shannon
Youl1 make an awesome VP. IknowRll'h

double for Theme Partyl

Krist<n

Dee Kay

Yau did an awe5Ol1lC job as NSh cha.innanl

AmI' ya glad yoU.. am- done!

"f- itl A dollar forty fuivel"

ZUM

How em I be dOwn with the M.I.T.'s?

JulieD

Hit Squad ~ote of the wed<:

ner carnahan

~-

tA_

glad your staying closerto Missouri!

"fASTI:RI'

l1AM

A) Being in a car accident while wea ring dirty

Your cool pledge sisters

AmyG
Thanks for letting us hide out at your

Y..•.. ouch an ANGELIII

than getting straight F s on your

underwear.

ZUM

housell Yourawesomell Woo you could have

doerT

WOIK

report card?

ussy
Peace to Poncho, A.K.A. the Faceman.

You guys ar< the bestl Thanks for an
...,. time Saoudayl

IC

Q) What's

Fall 1990 Pledge a.ss is #11 Get psyched

You guys did awsome for<l1ili, Chips and

Cheese.

KC

zrA
for our ~unionl Great idea Angie !

reall Thanks for letting us kidnap you at

'93 Zeta Pledge C\ass

Hit Squad Quiz #3:

Andrea

We had an awesome time with you at our

Fall '93 Zeta Pledges

The Diver

mightfindout l

The <ll.eerle8deIS

Jaml We love you!!!

YBS

Love,

Next time you decide to have a secret

Du1ch

ZL\M

When's the next fonnal7?

Ncvcragainh uh? YcaIt,rightl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Hope you had fun on the =t .. I'm glad
Kristen's little sister didn\ steal HER make-up l

Hey Swimmers

YBS
by

Stacey

you guys still love mel
You'~

lfecl&oBad.

Thanks for helping me with 246 tab - You're
thebcst!

Andrea

ever! Have a great onel

YLS

Tina

UCO

Happy 2bt birthday to the best Big Sis

.,·John got Boldl

Would you like to go out sometime?

94 will be the bestl

Yo, Youngbloodl
You wanna be do,.,. with DaSquad?

ZUM

YBS

Renee.
My offer's S1lll.. on the table. Tane',
running outl

-~
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WELL, SJI2E1HIS ~
lGGooD ... ~ Stto.ID

'IC1.J

171tlNl- I"\AK..E A
GooD WAL..L. ...

Reminder: Miner Basketball begins
When: November 22 ...... 7:00 p.m. versus Lindenwood

not cry

November 29 ..... 7:00 p.m. versus Quincy

yOU UI~

and hiS
puck f(
stop b ~
Ulith al

Where: Gale-Bullman Multi-Purpose Building

10:00
5
6
The Mediocre Wall of China

7

b»!oJieal andmvin

""""'\ogiC21,

8

rtetiveall·tlpcnse-I
5<Io1lllhipooi11 be

iop1iuteprizewjnn.

9

,"".tbef.",Ity .
,"",llIwW.i
m. nJections.

10

Th. iM'onl\'

Edition
Whad

11

'Va
St. Paul

Know?

Sunday

lorlnnO\1tion"ith1

alt, tomatcbstudc:

adrisoIt to p roYid~1

llr.tetinlhe pttplJl
~ to tbeinstil1lti(

12

fabricatorldvison c
wiII bclWlrdtd.

Full-limutud

mlruM. 1fCeligib!c

opcntojuniors,sa:

nohy.p'nsolllUp

2

Metropolitan ""iuinl "tri~.
Opera
TOoloin info

iro412.153!,,, wr

3

ItlA".... SuiItS

"So, you were out with the boys all night, huh?
Well , just whose ink is that on your shirt?"

KW, Wuhingto~

----:SDldtlllScolIJ

4

I would like to sing you a song of
great political and social report

ATC

(sing to the tune of Janis Joplin's " Mercedes Benz")

ATC

Jazz

........ ofdoll..

All Things Considered

Decades

Mountain

6
Oh Lord won't you give me
a bachelor's degree.
My friends all have jobs now
ain't nothin· for free .
I've been in school for a while now
I'm sure you'll agree.
Oh Lord won't you give me
a high payin' job.
Every night I eat spaghetti and
I live like a slob.
Sruck here in school
feeling like a fool.
Oh Lord won't you give me
a high payin' job.

Oh Lord won't you get me
out of Rolla.
It sure would be nice
to start makin' a dolla'.
All my friends live a
thousand miles aw ay.
Oh Lord won't you get me
out of Rolla.
Oh Lord won't you give me
a bachelor's degree.
My friends all have jobs now
ain't nothin' for free.
I've been in school for a while now
I'm sure you'll agree.
Oh Lord won't you give me
a bachelor's degree .

I!:cirecilatio~ arc

1 - - - - - ' .'of En"lY f"

5

Stage
E-Town

The

t~inPOlWini
~ Illch lItu as fu!
1Iia. ndiOtctivc
..... hYlien•.

Reader

7
Sound
Money

Echoes

Echoes

Echoes

SI. Paul
Chamber
Orchestra

Pittsburgh
Symphony

Chicago
Symphony

st. Louis
Symphony

8

9

1 0 ~------~------~------~--------~--------

Moonlight Sonata

11

Echoes

-- - Doug and Erin McLaud

------------~~--~~----~------------. .------~,

12. .

Wednesday, November 17, 1993
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enwOOd
You better watch out, you better
not cry, you better not pout, I'm telling

cy

3Uilding

you why.
,SaJr}:ta Clfa1O's
and his uoluptuous elues will be on the
puck for all of you good boys and girls.
Stop by and haue your picture taken
with all your friends for only a $1.00.

10:00 am to 2:00 pm Wed. Dec. 1 st

Aid

from page 2

biological and environmental processed, physical

through Jan. 31, 1994. and awards will be an-

as Bany M Goldwater Scholars, in the spring of

and tcchnoloaica1 research, and applications of

nounced in May 1993. For applications or addi-

1994 for use during the 1994-95 academic year.

receive all-expense-paid trips to the A wards event

tional infonnation. contact Sandra Johnson or

Marcia DeMarcus, ORISE Fellowship ProgRmS,

merit to two groups of students: Those who will be
college juniors in the 1994-95 academic year and

liven to the faculty sponsors of winning students,

Science/Engineering Education Division, P.O.

those who will be college seniors in the 1994-95

1994 Awards: I" Place: - S5,OOO; 2nd PlAce: -

and cub awards wiU be given for ten honorable

Box 117,OakRidge, Tenn. 37g31-0117, or 0:011 1-

academic year, who have outstanding potential

S2,500; up 10 25: - SI,OOO.

mention selections.

goo-569-7749.

and intend to pursue careers in mathematics, the

Application must be post marked no later than

the causes of allergic, immunologic and infectious

natural sciences. and those engineering disciplines

February 1, 1994.

diseases and development of bener means to pre:-

The Oak Ri(i~e Institute for Science and

for Innovation with Teflon also seeks, as appropri-

Education (ORIS E) carries out national and}nter-

that contribute significantly to technological ad-

ate, to match students with customer fabricator

national programs in science and engineering edu-

vances.

.dvisors to provide additional comuLtative assis-

cation. training and management systems, energy

To be considered, a student must be nomi-

lance in the preparation of their entry. Scholar-

and environment systems, and medical sciences.

nated by his or her college oruniversily using the

ships to the institutions of choice of the customer

ORISE conducts these programs for the U.S. De-

fabricator advisors of the winning students also

partment of Energy through a management and

will be awarded.

ties in the scientific pool. Our goal is to increase the
number of minority scientists."

NlAID. a component of the National institutes of Health (NIH), focuses on investigariom on

vent, diagnose and treat these illnesses. In addition
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating
and Air-Conditioning Engineers, INC.

to researchers working in NlAID laboratories.
NIAID supports scientists at U. S. universities,

official nomination materials provided to each

gnms: one for gnduate students and one for

duct scientific studies on various diseases, includ-

institution. Must have a college grade-point aver-

students in the fmal two years of undergraduate

ing AIDS, tuberculosis, hay fever, hives, Lyme

operating contract with Oak Ridge Associated

age of at least a "B" (ortheequivalent) and be in the

study. It is awarded once each year for use in the

disease,tropical diseases and sexually transmitted

Universities (ORAU). Established in 1946, ORAU

upper fourth of his or her class.

following academic year.

diseases.

The student must also be a United States

Applicants for either program should be

Approximately 55 students will be selected

citizen, a resident alien. or in the case of nominees

involved in the heating, ventilation, air condition-

for the 1994 program, scheduled for February 6

is a multi-university consortium.

Faculty sponsorship is require<!. The deadline for

PETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE CON-

from American Samoa or the commonwealth of

ing or refrigeration (HV ACIR) fields or in related

to 10. They will attend a seriesofiecturesby NIH

submitting entries is January 14,1994.

STRUCTlON SCHOLARSIDPS_ Two SI,OOO

the Mariana Islands. a United States National.

areas. These may include indoor air quality, en-

scientists and will tourthe renowned Nrn Oinical
Center, one of the world's largest research hospi-

To obtain information or an entry form , call

(U. S.) awards are available through the ACI Con-

Nomination from resident aliens must include a

ergy conservation, human comfort or HV AC Sys-

800-432-7536, or write The DuPont Plunkett Stu-

crete Research and Education Foundation

letter of the nominee's intent to obtain U.S. Citi-

tem design, operation or maintenance.

dent Awards, Suite 550, 400 North Capitol Street..

(ConREF) for undergraduate study in concrete

zenship.

N. W., Washington, D . C ., 20001.

construction for the 1994-95 academic year.

Students considering the continuation of

These awards are open to any undergradu-

scientists about current research initiatives and
advances as well as career concerns. All partici-

These forms are 'a va ila ble in the Office of the

ber IS, 1993, to be considered. Applicants will be
notified of the results of the competitive evaluation

pants will be provided with expenses and round-

Wall. The

by April I, 1994. Funds will be available to the

trip tmtsportation to the Bethesda camp.

deadline for students to tum their

ate student in the United states or Canada. The

applications into the Academic Affairs office is

ment of Energy for a helpful hand.

5tudentshall have achieved senior status in a fou,r-

November 24, 1993_

Tens of

tals. They will have face-to-face discussions with

Applications must be received by Decem-

Vice Chancellor, Academic Affairs. 204 Parker

theireducatioll\lcareers shouldlooktothe Depart-

grant recipients shortly after July 1.

The students also will ha"e the opportUnity

YourfacuJty advisor will also need to sub-

to apply for summer positions in the NIAID Divi-

thousands of dollars are available for students

year or longer undergraduate program in engi-

mit an application form containing some infonna-

sion of Intramural research. These jobs provide

inlertS1ed in pursuing master's or doctoral degrees

neering, construction, or technology during the

Society ror the Advancement of Material and

tion . (Information will be with the application

opportunities to increase students' knowledge and

in such areas as fusion energy, applied health

year for which the awards are presented. The ·

Process Engineering (SAMPLE) offers Under-

which can be picked up at the Student Financial

understanding of biomedical research. career

physics, radioactive waste management , and in-

awards will be made on the basis of demonstrated

graduate Scholarship.

Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall).

paths and the types of positions available at NIH.

. and technical achievement and future potential.

INTRODUCTION TO BIOMEDICAL RE-

and be recommended by the deans and faculty
members of their schools . Selection is based on

interest and ability to work in the field of concrete

dustrial hygiene.
Graduate fellowship programs sponsored

construction.

These awards are for

Applicants: must have a 3.0 or better GPA

recognition of past and present college scholastic

by the U. S. Department of Energy and adminis-

Thestudent must have a course load of6 or

Consideration also is given to specific courses of

SEARCH ENCOURAGES MINORITY STU-

lettd by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and

more credit hours each semester during the period

study,academ icawards and honors received , work

DENTS TO PURSUE SCIENCE CAREER

EducationprovidefuUpaymentoftuitionandfees,

for which the award is made. The student must be

experience, campus, and community activities,

Are you an academically talented minority

these recommendations and the students' personal
and academic achievements_

monthly stipends, and the opportunity to ,ain

a senior during the year for which the award is

and a wrinen dissertation demonstrating the

student in your juniororsenioryearof college? Or

For an application packet, contact NiAID at

practicalexperienceata DOE laboratory. Awards

made (not necessarily at the time of application).

student 's knowledge in processing and materials

in your first year of graduate or medical school?

9000 Rockville Pike, Building 31, Room 719.

"ary depending on the specific program and the

Transcripts, recommendations, and an essay must

technology as related to the applicants field of

Are you interested in

degree being pursued.

be submitted as outlined on the application fonn.

study.

research?

Application available in the Student Financial Aid

REQUIREMENTS:

All programs require the submission of a

The National Institute Allergy and Wec-

lege or university dean or representatives for NIH
programs such as Minority Access to Research

COMPLETED APPLICATIONS MUST BE

BS in engineering in an institution accredited by

the Introduction to Biomedical Research Progl"-m

Careers or Minority Biomedical Research Sympo-

RECEIVED IN DETROIT NO LATER THAN

EAC/ABET orCEAB.

that acquaints academically talented minority stu-

sium. The completed application packet must be

Graduate Records Examination. Students must
have received their undergraduate degrees in a
~cnce orensineering discipline by August 1994.

JANUARY 29, 1994.

perfor-

rm ,oals: by the applicanL
Fellowship applications are being taken

Bethesda, Md . 20892 or call (301) 496-4846.
Applications also may be obtained from the col-

tious Diseases (NlAID) in Bethesda, Md., offers

Office G-l Parker Hall.

mlDCt, rc<:ommendations, and a statement of ca-

a career in biomedical

- This award is restricted to those pursuing a

fellowship application and completion of the

Selection is hued on academic

RiVer CitY
Folk

- High school and seniors are not eligible.

medical schools and research institutions to con-

REQUIREMENTS:

sampler

cumulative grade point average based on 4.0 .

ASHRAE offers two grant-in-aid pro-

open to juniors, seniors and graduate students.

1Z

tor. ''Ibis initiative grew out of the Institute's
concern about the under-representation of minori-

Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education.

Full-time students, working individually or

lion of

- The applicant must have a 3.30 minimum

top time prize winners. Cash honorariums will be

in teams, are eligible to enter. The competition is

Stage

his or her department head.

The awards will be made on the basis of

cent A. Thomas, M.S.W., M.P.A., prognm direc-

Scholarships will be awarded to the schools of the

The DuPont 1994 P lunkett Student Awards

Mountain

- The applicant must be recommended b y

•

- The applicant must be afull-timestudent in
one of the accredited EAC or CEAB programs

BARRY M_ GOLDWATER SCHOLARSIDP
The Foundation will award undersraduate
Scholarships to outstandini students, to be }eno:"',i'

dents with career opportunities i~ biomedical re-

received at NIAIDfrom thedeanorchairperson no

search.

later than Dec. 3, 1993. Applicants will be notified

listed for the attended institution with at least one

"This program offers minority students

semester of g~des in the p~g.~ by Feb~,:ry 1,

from across the country an in-depth and intense

1994.

four-d ay introduction to N"..AD·NIH," said Vin-

by letter about fmal selections of pt.rticipants after

De<. 17,1993.
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